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Abstract

Deployable structures are structures that can be transformed from a compact configuration to a stable expanded form with relatively low energy. A major application of such structures is in disaster relief, where the need for rebuilt infrastructure, including bridge crossings and shelters, is urgent and critical to the effectiveness of medical responders. Given the potential lack of available resources in this context, deployable structures must be designed as lightweight and small in folded state (for ease of transportation to damaged sites), require minimum force and skill to deploy and dismantle (for fast installation and possible relocation and reuse), and be stable during and after the deploying process. Given the challenge of this design problem, prior work in the area of optimal deployable structure design primarily considered fixed topology systems and used sizing or shape optimization, and combinations thereof, to minimize the structural system weight (e.g., [1-5]). This idea is briefly reviewed and extended to the case of topology optimization for developing optimized configurations of deployable structures. Topology optimization includes optimization of member sizes and, more importantly, design of the system mechanisms that enable deployment. Design objectives include minimum weight deployment is simulated using a pseudo-nonlinear analysis algorithm that sufficiently captures deployment mechanics. Design specifications are limited to geometry and system stiffness in the fully deployed state, although extensions to additional design objectives and constraints are also discussed.